IIT Kanpur is a leading public institution in India and has consistently been ranked amongst the top 5 engineering institutes in India. It offers courses in engineering, sciences, humanities and management, giving students an exposure to interdisciplinary education.

APPLICATION SCHEDULE

For Semester I: March to April
For Semester II: October to November

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS

Aerospace Engineering
Biological Sciences & Bioengineering
Chemical Engineering
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Cognitive Science
Computer Science & Engineering
Design
Earth Sciences
Economic Sciences
Electrical Engineering
Humanities & Social Sciences

Industrial & Management Engineering
Mathematics & Statistics
Materials Science & Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
Space Science & Astronomy
Sustainable Energy Engineering

OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS

Post-Doctoral Research
Ph.D. Program
Masters Programs (M.Tech., MS By Research)
Semester Exchange Internships

INTER-DISCIPLINARY PROGRAMMES

Photonics Science & Engineering Programme
Materials Science Programme

To apply, visit www.iitk.ac.in/oir
For any other queries, send us an email at oir@iitk.ac.in

Office of International Relations:
Room 206, Academic Affairs Building, IIT Kanpur
Ph: 0512-6796990